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About This Content

The SciFi Interior Model Pack provides all the props and textures you need to create your own high-tech sci-fi game
environments. All content is ready to use with Leadwerks Game Engine, with no tweaking or adjusting required. Objects are

designed to be easily aligned so you can build your scene quickly and revise it as often as you like. The included objects can be
reused in many different ways to create a variety of science-fiction themed environments.

Contents

25 environment models including panels, pipes, supports, machinery, with predefined physics shapes for each object.

56 materials with 1024x1024 textures, including model skins, with diffuse, normal, and specular maps for each.

Example scenes to demonstrate usage and provide ideas.

Installing the DLC

To install this DLC, select the "Workshop > Browse Workshop" (or "Manage AddOns" in Linux) menu in the main window.
Select the "Subscribed" tab and choose this DLC in the list. Press the Install button, and the DLC contents will be added to your

current project.
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I wouldn't recommend this to anyone (unless you like rocks)... a complete waste of every penny spent.. Yet another minimalistic
game that provides some challenging but not brain-whacking puzzles. First 10-15 levels are easy, and then the fun begins. The
mechanics you need to figure out for yourself, I believe it's intended as part of the experience. Good little game at very
affordable price, with a couple of hours entertainment value.
. EDIT: I have been informed that my experience with everything not having been unlocked may or may not have been a bug.
Regardless, the play I did during the 2H prior to refunding was choked out by the "energy" system, which I needed gold to
purchase more energy, and gold was purchasable with real money. IMO this is a horrible structure for a purchased game.

A dev also responded to my complaints about the game on their discord saying "We'll make the features and in-app purchases
more clear on Steam." That was nice for them to respond, and I hope they do so, as well as revamp the current 90's UI.

Original Review:

This game is advertised as having many features, masterminds, etc to play. It costs $10.

HOWEVER, there is no way to unlock the full game's functionality through "free" play (that's actually not free since I bought
the game.

Everything except Solo game mode (with only one mastermind and one scheme, with the same villains and henchmen) is behind
a convoluted paywall of microtransactions.

I am extremely dissapointed. The concept of the game is brilliant, and Upper Deck is doing themselves a disservice by using the
microtransaction model. At least they should be upfront and disclose the "F2P" and paywall content in the games store
description.. Screw you guys, this game is great, and it's worth thirteen of your nerd dollars.. wtf is
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665lmao you cant even use an axe, gather resources or even crouch, i understand its
onl 1.19$ but still lmao can we get more than a 20x20ft area to walk atleast? and maybe a menu or something there isnt even a
inventory. theirs random logs just jammed into the ground that you cant interact with, for some reason theres a bunch of chairs
all over the place and i guess we ended up here from the boat? dont see a way into this square or any tools laying down that we
can use. and i feel like im looking through a cloud at the game. you can walk through everything but some of the trees and
rocks. random extra sleeping bag?? and a modern table. im guessing theres no such thing as time in this crap and you can just
jump off the map lmao. the only positive thing i can say about this piece of crap is that it looks like a wilderness.

Edit: your axe and body have no shadow but the logs do.
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Another great title from the people down at Rusty Lake. I finished the game at around 6 hours with a bit more content worth
poking around in. I would highly reccomend this game to anyone who is a fan of the point and click ganre. If you are hesitent on
picking up this game; play though the many cube escape series also by Rusty Lake. Those games are free online flash games..
For those who enjoy games like Touhou project and are familiar with bullet hells, I would recommend this game. It's overall a
fun game, with challenging difficulty. Charaters are bit bland, the backgrounds should have some touch ups, and the English
translation isn't perfect. However, the music is wonderful, and I love how barrages go to the beat of the music; especially in the
2nd stage where the music speeds up and down which is very fun to play. Another intresting thing is when it would change from
a vertial shooter to a top down shooter.

Overall, I think the game needs some polishing along with some more characters to play as. I think the game could probably be a
bit cheaper since it's a rather short game, but $10 isn't bad.

Hope to see more games like this in the future!. The game itself is not bad. Atmosphere and graphics are quite good (early XXI
century style), puzzles are mildly challenging and quite entertaining, but the main character is incredibly annoying. Another
"Dannazione" and some more moaning about needing a drink? Please stop.
. Game does not hold up to expected danmaku standards, not worth 10 dollars, and not worth my time.

First off the hit box is bigger than any bullet hell I have ever played, what is this a platform game or a bullet hell?
Second your 2 movement speeds are super slow and race-car fast, making complex maneuvers very awkward..
Also why is the default 1 bullet shot the final power.. why no power ups.. the game is just not fun, I beat it a single time on hard
and now I will never play it again.. simply a bad game.

Lets be clear I'm always happy when people try to make new bullet hell games cause i love to play them, but there is a standard
and this is SO far below it.. also why $10? seriously... this should be $2 max, and I know you have a demo if people don't like it
but come on.

Anyway I hope you continue to make more bullet hells in the future, but please raise your standard and make some that are
good... this is so far underpar I feel that I absolutely wasted my time.. i want to escape this game. Saw this game on a You Tube
video list of favorite games you've probably never played, and it sounded interesting. The graphics are simple and fun, the music
is perfect, and the gameplay is clever and interesting. It's not perfect, and there are some frustrations, especially in the last few
levels. Also, for those looking to be challenged, it's not a very difficult game, nor does it take a very long time to play through all
of the levels. However, if you enjoy a casual game that you can play for 15-20 minutes at a sitting and then come back to later,
this is it!
Probably not worth the full price, definitely worth picking up on sale.. My first mind is dafuk iz this game but i like it hah
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